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ABSTRACT

When the input-output record is available, the Identification of a bilinear system is considered. It is assumed 

that the input is noise free and the output is contaminated by an additive noise. It Is further assumed that the 

covariance matrix of tne noise Is known up to a factor of proportionality. Hie extended generalized total least 

squares (e-GTTS) method is proposed as one of the consistent estimators of the bilinear system parameters. 

Considering that the Input is noise-free and that bilinear system equation Is linear with respect to the system 

parameters, we extend the GTLS problem. The extended GTLS proWem is reduced to an unconstrained 

minimization problem, and is solved by the Newton-Raphson method. We compare the GTLS method and the 

e-GTLS method In the point of the accuracy of the estimated system parameters.

I. Introduction

There have been various studies on bilinear systems 

due to their simple structure, their similarity to linear 

systems and their applicability to real processes 

[1-5J. However, 난]ere Is little research on the identifi

cation of bilinear systems in the presence of an 

additive noise. Such methods as the Gabr-Rao 

method and the Inagaki-Mochizuki method have 

been investigated[4, 5], The Gabr-Rao method uses 

the likelihood function and the Newton-Raphson 

method. It is therefore computationally intensive. 

The Inagaki-Mochizuki method uses the Volterra 

representation transformed the bilinear equation. 

Thus it Is a complex method.

On the other hand, there are extensive studies on 

the Identification of linear systems, and the litera

ture on the identification of noisy systems Is exten

sive [6]. Unfortunately, most of the identification 

methods applied to noisy linear systems are not 

applicable to the identification of noisy nonlinear 

systems. Recently, the generalized total least squares 

(GTLS) method was successfully applied to the 

identification of noisy linear systems”,8]. It is poss- 

Ible^to apply the GTLS method directly to the identi

fication of bilinear systems through minor modi

fications to the covariance matrix of the errors In a 

row of the data matrix. However, the direct appli

cation of the GTLS problem neglects the structure of 

the data matrix of bilinear systems, which arises 

from only the output being corrupted by noise, and 

that the bilinear system equation is linear with 

respect to the system parameters.

In this paper, we extend the GTLS problem con

sidering the special structure of the data matrix of 

bilinear system equations. We show that the 

extended GTLS(e-GTLS) problem is reduced to an 

unconstrained minimization problem using the 

method of Lagrange multipliers. The e-GTLS problem 

is then solved iteratively using Newton-Raphson 

metho이] 기. Through computer simulation we compare 

the performances of the e-GTLS method with those 

of the GTLS method.

D. The structure of the data matrix of 
bilinear system Equations

We consider the bilinear system which is the 

single Input, single output (SISO) and is also a 

time-invariant system. The bilinear system shown 

in Fig. 1 is described by the following Eqs (1) and 

(2). It is assumed that the order of the system and 

the delay of the system are known.

P q I m

Xt = £ aiXt~i +£ bjMtT-j + E E Ck kt Xt-kiUt-d+l f

(1) 

刀 = 豹+히 (2)
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-------------------- time-invariant 

system

Fig 1. Bilinear system.

where {ut} is the input, \ } is the uncorrupted 

output, {yt} is the corrupted output, {et} is the addi

tive noise and d is the delay of the system. We 

assume that the covariance matrix of the additive 

noise is known up to a factor of proportionality. For 

simplicity we also assume that I is less than p in 

Eq. (1).

In general the least square (LS) method is used for 

the estimation of the system parameters {%, b、앙"上 } 

when the input and the output yt are known. However, 

the parameters estimated by the LS method are 

biased, for output is corrupted by the noise. Thus 

the LS method fails to estimate system parameters 

correctly.

Let h be [bT, aT, c；…c^]T. By considering N 

over-determined bilinear equations, that is, t= 1, 2 

........the system equations are represented in the 

following matrix form.

[U YZ】••• Zw] • h 0 (3)

y；
where U = U2 =冋吟.可+丄 Y =

%

[y： Vi - y^+1]-

的—d
T

,a = ,b =

-1 

b、 C2k

.^t — d — q. ap. Clk .

'yt-d 1T
y；드 ，

.yt-d-p.

^2-d~kyo ^2—d—ky~1 "■ ^i~d—ky\ —i

z&= “3 - d-以 0

U € t<7 + 11 Y G jRnx + 11

u； 曰긴 x(q+i), uJeRNxl, xs+1), y沱 RNX i,

Z^GRNX/, aeR(^+1|x \ bGR,<z+1!x \ Ck&Rlxi.

Let D be [U Y Z]…Zm]. In the data matrix D, only Y 

and Zk are subject to error due to additive noise. 

From the data matrix D it can be observed that there 

Is a spe녀al relation between the matrices Y and Z京 Let 

Y be partitioned as [Y】Y2 Y31 x^iere = [yj] eRNX \ 

E드ly；…+ 幻, Y3 = [y；+2-y； + JcR"ED.

Also, define as [u^•■- up ERtNX/l, that is, all the 

columns of W态 are the kth column vector of U. Then 

the following Equation is satisfied.

Za-W^®Y2 (4)

vdiere Wt ①E is the direct or Hadamard product. 

Then Eq. (3) is represented as follows by using the 

elation of Eq. (4).

|U YWa®Y2 …Wm®Y2] - h^O (5)

皿.Application of the GTLS method to the 
bilinear system identification

In this section the GTLS method is directly 

applied to estimation of the system parameters. Let 

the data matrix D be partitioned as [D】D21, where 

Di 니U]£RN〉s+i)and D? 니 YWi^E - Wm®Y2]

이"+ 加+"). Only the matrix D2 is subject to 

error. Then the GTLS problem for the bilinear system 

identification is described as minimization of || AD2 

R^/2 II 卩 with respect to {ait b}, cki 般} and subject to 

[D] D21 - h = 0 and — 1 where Ra房 is the covari

ance matrix of the errors in the data matrix, II - llF is 

the Frobenius norm and AD2 is the error matrix of 

D2 i.e. AD2 -O2 —D2. We assume that the covariance 

matrix o1' lhe additive noise is known up to a factor 

of propo-iionality. Substituting Eq. (2) in the matrix 

D2 and inspecting it, we observe that the error vec

tor of tbe tth row Ad匕，is represented as follows.

Ad^jAyf Az,… Az시 

where Ay； = g … et-t\ and Az^ 

=[的 +1■ z//4 !_d_ket_^.

Let R如 be the (p + 1) by (p + 1) covariance matrix 

of the additive noise. Then Rm is represented by Eq. 

(6).
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「a 교 nC1 … Ls

RaB? = E [ (z\d£ 卩 Ad%] h 匚泌 匚心Rgn

「云I 그「丄5 「如Cm

⑹

where「，(七 = 刀，

「acR, j) = JW, j) = R跄 0 » -洛“

匚上々0 项)=L&0 j) = R疏0 丿)-RJ血 w), is the mean 

of the input and R* (九 n) is the aut€)covariance 

matrix of the input. Using RAD"3 in Eq. (6) we can 

solved by the generalized singular value decompo

sition (GSVD) and the QR factorization methods[7].

IV. Extension of the GTLS pr이기em for the 
bilinear system identification

4.1. The definition of the e-GTLS pro비em

The GTLS method, discussed in section 3, does 

not consider the special structure of the data matrix 

D. That is, the error matrices of Y and Z态 are treated 

independently. So, it is necessary to modify the 

GTLS problem so that the relation of Eq.(4) is con- 

sidered. From Eq.(4) we observed that if the error 

matrix of Y, i.e., AY is determined, the error matrix 

of Zk, △가 is determined by A瓦 = W@X)SY2 where SY2 

is the error matrix of Y2. Then the GTLS problem is 

extended as minimization of || AY R자"|| with respect 

to {角, bh S吗} and subject to(U YW^Ya … W相)이

• h = 0 and tz0- — 1 where Y(- Y： + AY,, AYit is the 

error matrix of Y： and Ree is the covariance matrix of 

the additive noise and R^eR(/，+1)x(/, + 1). We assume 

that is known up to a factor of proportionality. In 

the e-GTLS problem the weighting matrix R?" is 

used for the decorrelation of the error vector It 

can be explained as follows. In the ideal case A>:-

q_i …R”]丁 and E[A^: A^(t] = Ree- That is, the 

estimated error vector is correlated. So, it is necess

ary to whiten the error vector by

4.2. The e-GTLS method and the ML estimator

Considering ||AY R^1/2||F in detail, we observe 

that the following Equation is satisfied.

||3盹씨r = 미展 AYr ]

N “ N ° >
=E 1(Ay；)r =_E tr[(Ay；)r Ay；l]

R^1 is symmetric matrix.)

= tr[ f (Ay；f Ay；R；']

N
Let £ ((y；)「y；) be the estimated noise covariance 

matrix R從.It is then observed that the e-GTLS problem 

concerns maximization of the probability of the noise 

covariance R^, which is represented by the Wishart 

distribution of 力(点』= 이京纽卩/衲厂”侦*咤叭以

The likelihood function of 力(R绍)is In p(Reej -In 

CT—(N—力)ln lR°el尸(Re/ Re) The likelihood 

function of is. Then maximizing the likelihood func

tion with respect to the parameters is the same as 

minimizing R』—~}(】V一力)ln |R纽I with res 

pect to the system parameters. This is the ML esti

mator. In the e-GTLS method the minimization is 

performed only to tr (R^1 Rj. Hence the e-GTLS 

method is suboptimal from statistical point of view.

4.3. The solution of the e-GTLS pr아)lem

In the e-GTLS problem there are two constraints. 

The second constraint fl0 - ~ 1 can be removed by 

the method of Lagrange multipliers. Define the func 

tion of

N
L(AY, Z)= E (島；卩

+ At([UY W!®Y2 - Wm®Y2 ] - h} (7)

w4iere [人！ Xj …kN]T. Differentiating Eq.⑺ with 

respect to A, and Ay； we obtain Eqs. (8) and (9). 

Because R^1 is a symmetric matrix,

飞心、、= + 基 (a + 요泸 = 0 ⑻
8(△乂)

8L -
-希匚=u：b + (_y；) {a + 耳)=0 (9)

for 7 = 0 

m
s订=0

vdiere s,-=

[5,2 ••- s氾+i)] = £ wji ® c： and w； is the 

j= i

ith row vector of the matrix W7.

Sij = 0 for / + 2V顶

From Eqs. (8) and (9) we obtain M and Ar； by some 

calculus. They are

2{y；(a + s() 4- u< b} 

서 (a + sf)TR"(a + sJ (10)
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and

_ 2{y；(a + &) +u；b}

"-la + s?RUa+sT (a + 打R- (1 】)

Substituting Eq.(13) into 나】e e-GTLS formulation 

we obtain the e-GTLS problem as Minimization of

f = 1

N {y：(aTf)+u；D}T{y：(aTF)+u：b}

.?i (a + s沪 R"(a + s,・) 训访

respect to {a：, b*  c知如} and subject t。％ = — 1. Defin

ing the numerator and denominator in the e-GTLS 

problem as hT Nz h = {y：(a + s.) +ufb}T (yf(a + s.) 

+ ufb} and
i

hTA/h=(a + s2-)t ReJa + s,} where

Nr =

(y.T

(W1； ®y2i)T

■ " 「
(y.T

,(따; ®y2^)T （따;@戎尸

0 0 0 0 - 0

° °「aaU「ac.…「ac"

° ° ^cia. t「W ***

° °「CmS「CmCi. f 「CmCm，f 

with respect to {ait 如，％知} and subject to a0 = -1 

. 心 g hTN,h
弗ere p(h) = £『「_ .

t=i W Z、h

The above e-GTLS problem can be viewed as an 

unconstrained minimization problem, for a0 can be 

fixed to -1. The e-GTLS problem Is a nonlinear 

op너mlzation problem. So, it is impossible to solve 

the e-GTLS problem in closed form. To solve the 

problem, we adopted the Newton-Raphson method 

with the first and second derivatives of. p(h) with 

respect to 九 and 加 j에 12].

V. Simulation results

In this section, we examine the effectiveness of 

the e-GTLS method and Its recursive algorithm 

through computer simulation. The following bilinear 

model is used in our simulation.

xt~ 1.5 j —0,7 xt~2 + 0-8 ut + 0.5+ 0.24

(12) 

yt^xt^eet (13)

where e is a constant for varying SNR The input 

series {的} is generated from AR(1) model

ut - 0.5 ut -i- rjt (14)

where {帝} is a gaussian white noise N(0, 1). The 

additive noise {et} satisfies ARMA (2. 1)

Ct — 0.9 £t~ 1 + 0.4^-2 + % + (15)

力 + i)® 

r%22

广그 … ® (如，叫盘) G R 冬,

1)

蓦2/S血,2)…尸歸(刀,Z + 1)],

Ree~~【Ree2 Ree2 Ree3】=

讪ere {안} is a gaussian white noise N(0, 1) as 

well as (为}. Fig. 2 shows the examples of the series 

{的}, {%} and. In Fig. 2c the dotted line represent the 

time series generated by ARMA(2, 1) model which 

neglects the term of i 旳 in Eq.(12). The e-GTLS 

and GTLS methods were used to estimate the 

parameters of the bilinear system described by Eq. 

(12} and (13) with the given noise covariance matrix. 

The covariance matrix of the noise is given by the 

following matrix.

ree(l, 1) 刘21 reetl. 1+ 2) 1.

0.738

0.738

1.

0.262

0.738

r^p+1, I) ree2p ，温P+L/ + 2) • • ree(p+l,p+l) .0.262 0.738 1.

We get the e-GTLS proHem as minimization of p(h) where the diagonals are scaled to 1 for simplicity.
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(b) additive noise sequences.

One hundred Monte Carlo trials were performed at 

each SNR.

The mean and standard deviation of the estimated 

system parameters by the both method were obtained 

for SNR's ranging from 18 dB to 30 dB at every 3dB 

intervals. 500 samples were used for each trial. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the bias and standard deviation 

of the estimated parameters through both methods. 

From the figures it is observed that the bias and the 

variance of the estimated parameters via the e-GTLS 

method are smaller that those via the GTLS method. 

Especially, the standard deviations of the AR and 

are reduced from one quarter to one tenth of those 

via the GTLS method.

(c) the output sequences of the bilinear and linear 

system.

Fig 2. The input, noise and the output of the bilinear sys

tem.

■>«0 p
」

9

 근
*5Is

Fig 3. Standard deviation

+ : c-GTLS Method X : GTLS Method
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10'6
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Fig 4. Bias

十 : e-GTLS Method 〉< : GTLS Method

------------------ b2

-------------------- a2 
-------------------- beta

VI. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new method of 

estimation of the parameters of bilinear systems. 

Considering the structure of the data matrix of the 

bilinear system equations, we extended the GTLS 

problem and defined the e-GTLS proWem. We proposed 

the solving method of the &GTLS problem using the 

Newton-Raphson method. Through the computer 

simulation we showed that the e-GTLS method is an 

unbiased estimator of the bilinear system parameters. 
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and that the performances of the e-GTLS method 

are better than those of the GTLS method.
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